Use Case: Global Retailer

Employees: 200,000+

Products:
Skyhigh Secure Web Gateway
Security Service Edge

Overview:
This American multinational retail corporation operates discount department stores, grocery stores and warehouses across the United States and globally in over 20 countries.

Security Challenges:
Securing data and users for a retail operation of this size and scope requires a rare combination of scalability, reliability, flexibility and performance. With employees working at HQ, from home and on-site at retail locations the need for advanced threat protection, unified data control, and the capability to enable their workforce from anywhere, on any application, and any device is crucial to keep their business running smoothly.

Why Skyhigh Security:
A Secure Web Gateway (SWG) customer of Skyhigh Security for over 10 years with over 80 appliances in use today, this retailer is heavily utilizing Skyhigh SWG with hybrid capabilities because of the superior reliability and performance required for their intensive business operations. Skyhigh SWG was the best choice for this global retailer due to the flexibility of moving to the cloud at their own pace, while keeping the necessary on-premise appliances.

This hybrid model extends the same classifications and security policies for web access for both their on-premise and cloud users - managed from a single console. Skyhigh SWG with hybrid capabilities combines the strength of appliances with the power of the cloud, leveraging our extensive network of point of presence data centers around the globe to secure users and data in any location. This infrastructure will allow them to expand and manage additional capabilities available through our SSE solution including CASB, Private Access, and Cloud Firewall as new business demands arise.